ALLDATA provides solutions for the challenges you face every day.

ALLDATA has a legacy as a leading provider of OE repair information. We were:

- **First** to market electronic repair information.
- **First** to provide the collision industry OE collision repair information.
- **First** to implement line-by-line repair information in estimates.

More than 300,000 repair professionals in more than 80,000 repair facilities rely on ALLDATA every day to get the job done right.

For more information, please visit www.alldata.com/collision/now/ or call an ALLDATA Collision specialist at 800-697-2533.

### Professional Support

Our Library Resource Center team has over 120 years of combined ALLDATA product experience:

- 18 dedicated automotive pros
- 82 current ASE certifications
- Two I-CAR Platinum-level experts

In 2010, our professional support team responded to requests in 30 minutes or less 95% of the time.

### Library and Customer Support Hours (Pacific Time):

- 5:30 am – 5:00 pm M-F
- 6:00 am – 2:30 pm Saturday

### Product Training

Your ALLDATA Collision subscription includes professional online training in ALLDATA’s “virtual classroom.” Visit www.alldata.com/support for a list of scheduled classes.
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Your Single Source for OE Collision Repair Information
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Where do you find answers on...?

**ALLDATA Collision S3500 Is Your Source**

Take the guesswork out of OE repair information searches. Create accurate estimates, improve efficiencies and open the door to greater profitability. Get direct access to:

- Unedited OE collision repair information for model-year 2000 to present, with coverage on over 32,000 engine-specific vehicles, including hybrid and electric
- Body and Frame – Sectioning procedures, structural adhesives, new construction materials (high strength steels, aluminum, plastics, etc.), interior trim, sensors and switches, and more
- Electronic system reset instructions
- Includes mechanical diagnostic and repair procedures (drivetrain, suspension, steering systems and more)
- Regularly updated factory Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs) and Recalls
- Parts and labor information for mechanical procedures

**Estimate Integration Is Your Enhancement**

ALLDATA Collision S3500 Estimate Integration paves the way to have estimates right the first time for a proper repair plan. Accurate estimates reduce sublets and supplements. Key features and benefits include:

- Compatibility with the three major collision industry estimating systems
- Automatic line-by-line OE repair information retrieval at the time of the estimate
- At-a-glance view of vehicle specific repair data
- TSBs and Recalls for increased estimate accuracy
- Provides documentation for insurers and vehicle owners
- Comprehensive repair procedures to avoid missed details
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**Innovation. Information. Answers.**

ALLDATA... #1 For A Reason

**Diagnosing trouble codes or to reset electronic monitoring systems?**
Knowing these procedures could allow you to repair a vehicle in-house.

**Finding ways to minimize outsourcing repairs performable in-house?**
Having access to accurate information provides opportunity to increase revenue and decrease cycle times through in-house repairs.

**Identifying what materials or steels are used in a vehicle?**
Material identification enables you to properly repair and replace the damaged area to a safe, accurate OE condition.

**Creating accurate repair documentation for a customer or insurer?**
Proper OE documentation provides industry standards for repairs and repair time, which aids in validating work.

**Overall questioning?**

Whether there are available OE sectioning procedures?
Knowing whether a procedure exists can help save a customer’s vehicle from a possible total loss.
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